A machine learning based approach to identify protected health information in Chinese clinical text.
With the increasing application of electronic health records (EHRs) in the world, protecting private information in clinical text has drawn extensive attention from healthcare providers to researchers. De-identification, the process of identifying and removing protected health information (PHI) from clinical text, has been central to the discourse on medical privacy since 2006. While de-identification is becoming the global norm for handling medical records, there is a paucity of studies on its application on Chinese clinical text. Without efficient and effective privacy protection algorithms in place, the use of indispensable clinical information would be confined. We aimed to (i) describe the current process for PHI in China, (ii) propose a machine learning based approach to identify PHI in Chinese clinical text, and (iii) validate the effectiveness of the machine learning algorithm for de-identification in Chinese clinical text. Based on 14,719 discharge summaries from regional health centers in Ya'an City, Sichuan province, China, we built a conditional random fields (CRF) model to identify PHI in clinical text, and then used the regular expressions to optimize the recognition results of the PHI categories with fewer samples. We constructed a Chinese clinical text corpus with PHI tags through substantial manual annotation, wherein the descriptive statistics of PHI manifested its wide range and diverse categories. The evaluation showed with a high F-measure of 0.9878 that our CRF-based model had a good performance for identifying PHI in Chinese clinical text. The rapid adoption of EHR in the health sector has created an urgent need for tools that can parse patient specific information from Chinese clinical text. Our application of CRF algorithms for de-identification has shown the potential to meet this need by offering a highly accurate and flexible solution to analyzing Chinese clinical text.